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BEARS

‘Lovie had a vibe’
Smith’s cool confidence
rubbed off on Bears, who
won but not big enough
By Dan Wiederer |

Tribune reporter

One by one they will take you back to that
week in January 2007, to the peak of Bears
football in the 21st century.
Ron Turner, then the offensive coordinator, recalls the practices leading up to
the NFC championship game, a buildup of
focus and confidence that had the Bears
wound up like a jack-in-the-box.
“It was obvious that we were going to
play one hell of a game,” Turner said.
Charles Tillman remembers the somersault Saints running back Reggie Bush did
to punctuate his 88-yard third-quarter
touchdown catch, a celebration that didn’t
sit well with a proud Bears defense. In
response it recorded a safety, forced a
fumble and didn’t allow another point.
“Guys were pissed off,” Tillman said.
“Now we had another reason to play even
harder.”
Rex Grossman, the roller-coaster
quarterback, pictures the fairy-tale scene
around 5:30 p.m. that night — snow flurries
blowing around Soldier Field as the George
Halas Trophy was presented to Halas’
daughter, Virginia McCaskey.
With a dominant 39-14 victory, the Bears
were NFC champs.
“All the intensity that came with that
season heightened at that moment,” Grossman said. “It was relief. It was excitement. It
was pride.
“It’s a once-in-a-lifetime feeling.”
Grossman most remembers hugging
Lovie Smith.
All these years later they all circle back to
Smith, the heartbeat of that team, the calm
leader with the contagious confidence. One
by one they echo similar sentiments.
Lovie treated us like men.
Lovie never had to scream and yell to get
his point across.
Lovie always had our attention and our
respect.
With Smith returning to Chicago this
weekend as coach of the Buccaneers, those
compliments have become entry points into
the Lovie legacy.
In nine seasons as Bears coach Smith
never experienced a triumph as significant
as that NFC championship, a signature
victory in a tenure most categorize as
successful.
So perhaps the exhilarating memories
will come flooding back Sunday when,
nearly 23 months after his firing, Smith
returns to Soldier Field to coach from the
visiting sideline.
Yet with the fond reminiscences often
comes the void of never winning the biggest
prize.
One by one players veer toward that
disappointment too, to the sting of losing
Super Bowl XLI to the Colts, which leads to
the sobering realization that was the last
time any of them would come so close.
“You always thought you were going to
get another chance,” Brian Urlacher said.
Fullback Jason McKie can contrast the
feeling he had after Devin Hester’s kickoffreturn touchdown to open Super Bowl XLI
— “I’m sitting there looking at my ring
finger” — to the feeling of missed opportunity he gets almost every time he walks into
his basement.
“At least once a day,” McKie said. “You
have your Super Bowl jersey all framed up.
But you’re looking at it like, ‘Oooh. Gosh.
Man.’ ”
And maybe that’s the Lovie Smith era in a
nutshell: so much adoration from players, so
much success — 81 regular-season wins,
three division titles, the magical 13-3 run in
2006 and a return to the NFC title game in
2010. Yet always one big “Oooh. Gosh. Man.”

Vision quest
Now attempting to build another winner
with the Bucs, Smith insists he isn’t even a
little curious as to how the Soldier Field
crowd will greet him Sunday.
“I don’t need anything validated,” he said.
He was never in this for the reverence
anyway. Smith landed what he so often
called his dream job in 2004 on a mission to
teach, to unify, to forge lasting relationships.
Within that he also had a quest to develop a
ferocious defense. And to that end, the
connections he made ran deep.
Those who played for Smith have great
pride in what they built. In Smith’s nine
seasons the Bears forced 310 turnovers,
ranking in the top 10 in that category seven
times and leading the NFL in 2006 and 2012
with 44 takeaways each season.
That wasn’t by accident. Smith was so
deeply invested in his philosophies they
became a way of life at every practice, in
every meeting, during every game.
Smith set black-and-white standards for
hustle, discipline and leverage. He wanted
everything to begin with pressure from an
aggressive line. And he implored all
11 defenders not only to be around
the ball but rip at it like hungry
lions over a hyena carcass.
“The mindset was first
guy tackle, next guy strip,”
Tillman said. “And if you
were on the ground, treat
the ground like a hot stove —
get up, get to the ball, make a
play.”
It wasn’t simply that Smith had
a vision, it’s that he drove it home
with infectious confidence and
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Lovie Smith, before Super Bowl XLI in January 2007, is not putting special emphasis on his return to Chicago as Buccaneers coach.

his competence in coaching it.
And it’s not just that the Bears defense
built swagger off its reputation as a swarming, ball-hungry group. It’s that it quickly
watched opponents grow anxious too.
“You’d see running backs and receivers
on other teams just bomb-shelter,” Urlacher
said. “They’d get the ball, put two hands on
it and dive down. They knew we were
coming for it. That all started with Lovie.”
And with Smith, players insist it started
with his rare ability to create purpose.
“Lovie had a vibe,” Tillman said. “When
he walked into a room, he commanded
attention. All eyes went to him. He wasn’t a
loud, flashy, overly exuberant guy. He was
just very cool and calm and so obviously
confident.
“And if you didn’t believe, you weren’t
here.”

Thoughts, then deeds
During the 2006 run to the Super Bowl,
the Bears took their belief to a new level.
Many players point to the season opener,
a 26-0 thrashing of the Packers at Lambeau
Field, as a watershed moment. At their best
that day, the Bears were dominant across all
three phases.
“It was an awakening to me that we were
going to be pretty damn good,” Grossman
said.
Even at its shakiest that season, Smith got
his team to retain a winning cohesion. Like
that Monday night in Glendale, Ariz., in

Week 6 when the offense came unhinged,
committed six turnovers and scored three
points.
Yet somehow, with Smith’s poker-faced
confidence as a compass, the Bears got
forced fumbles from Mark Anderson and
Urlacher and fumble-return touchdowns
from Mike Brown and Tillman. And with
the help of an 83-yard Hester punt-return
score late, they rallied from 20 points down
to stun the Cardinals 24-23.
Tillman calls that the second greatest
moment of his career behind his selection
as the NFL’s Walter Payton Man of the Year
last winter.
“That was all about team,” Tillman said.
“When you talk about the word ‘team’ that
was the true essence of it. Everyone had
everyone’s back.”
As bonded as the players were, the
motivation to succeed for Smith resonated.
And the defense’s ability to do what it
wanted, seemingly on command, was a
byproduct of the coach’s mentality.
“We became what we thought about,”
Tillman said. “We thought about takeaways
all the time. And we spoke it into existence.
… Takeaway, takeaway, takeaway — every
other sentence had takeaway in it.
“So when we started to do it, it wasn’t
surprising. We had our 10,000 hours of
practice in to master it.”

The welcome back
Still, the what-ifs may always linger.
What if Smith had followed that victory
over the Saints in January 2007 with a
Super Bowl triumph over the Colts?
What if he had won the NFC title game
four years later?

“We thought about
takeaways all the
time. And we spoke
it into existence. …
Takeaway, takeaway,
takeaway — every other
sentence had takeaway in it.”
— Bears cornerback Charles Tillman (33)

Where might his story arc have gone?
After all the glory days of the Lovie Smith
era, especially on defense, many wonder
why that glory was never greater, the
success not sustained.
“I don’t know that you’ll find a simple
answer,” Turner said. “There are a lot of
variables, a lot of moving parts.”
After losing Super Bowl XLI, the Bears
returned to the playoffs only once in Smith’s
final six seasons.
Before the 2007 campaign Smith replaced
defensive coordinator Ron Rivera with Bob
Babich. Three games into that season he
benched Grossman for Brian Griese, significant footnotes on a 7-9 regression.
Season after season new trap doors
opened.
Season-ending injuries claimed Brown in
2006 and ’07, Urlacher during the ’09
opener and Jay Cutler after the Bears had
improved to 7-3 in 2011.
Smith often was criticized for his game
management and what was perceived as a
lack of offensive vision.
In nine years he used four offensive
coordinators and 11 starting quarterbacks —
from Grossman to Jonathan Quinn to Griese,
from Kyle Orton to Cutler to Caleb Hanie.
Eventually time ushered Smith to the
exit. He won 10 games in his final season but
missed the playoffs and was fired.
Did he get a fair shake?
“To be at a place for nine years in the NFL
is pretty good,” Smith said. “I enjoyed every
second I had there. A part of life sometimes
(is) you move on to other places.”
Smith prides himself in that ability to
move on. So don’t think of this stop at
Soldier Field as any kind of nostalgic
epilogue on his time with the Bears.
“I’m coming in as an opposing coach,”
Smith said. “That’s how I’m looking at it.”
Sunday won’t provide any celebration or
deification of Smith. More likely, he will
receive an appreciative ovation as a standup coach who won often but not big enough.
“To come to a storied franchise with a
great fan base and to just help bring that fan
base and what was expected back — those
are things you dream about,” Smith said.
“Besides (not) winning a Super Bowl, I think
I got a chance to witness and be a part of just
about everything you could want as a coach.”
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